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March 2018 – March 2022 ‐ Provincial Appointment
Jim Armour
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February 27, 2019 to November 14, 2022 ‐ City of Ottawa Appointment
Michael Crockatt
February 27, 2019 to November 14, 2022 – City of Ottawa Appointment
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December 12, 2018 to December 2022 ‐ City of Ottawa Appointment
Jean Lalande
September 8, 2014 to September 7, 2020 – Provincial Appointment
Jagdeep Perhar
May 7, 2020 to May 7, 2023 – Provincial Appointment
Fred Sherman
July 9, 2020 to July 9, 2023– Provincial Appointment
Kay Stanley
March 11, 2021 to March 11, 2024 – Provincial Appointment
Sean Webster
December 12, 2018 to December 12, 2021 ‐ Provincial Appointment
Jinseng Xue
July 23, 2020 to July 23, 2023 ‐ Provincial Appointment
Vacant – Provincial Appointment
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR AND PRESIDENT & CEO
2020/2021 has truly been an exceptional year on all fronts. Prior to the pandemic, the Centre
was hosting approximately 500 events per year including anywhere from 45 to 50 conventions.
In this current fiscal year, the Centre hosted a total of 8 events. It has proven to be a year of
immense challenges, including the difficult decision to lay off a significant number of our staff.
Our focus during the pandemic was to rebuild our business for the future and maintain a small
team to ensure the facility remained operational and ready to open when our business returns.
Our continued path to future success and rebuilding our business has and will continue to be
achieved through our relationships with our customer base. While many events were cancelled,
we worked closely with our clientele to convert cancellations into postponements as often as
possible, moving many conferences and events into future years. Exercising flexibility and
working with our customers to understand what the future will look like together has resulted
in a strong pipeline of events for 2022/2023. The building required enhancements to address
concerns over health and safety as we slowly look to resume operations. Some of these
enhancements include electrostatic sprayers, upgraded air circulation and filtration, plus
revised food and beverage safety protocols and procedures, to name but a few.
While the future is looking brighter, we cannot overlook the hardship this pandemic has caused
our workforce. We are looking forward to welcoming our teams back into our building to do
what they do best, coming together as: “Inspired People Creating Extraordinary Events”.
Processes may have changed, but our vision and values remain steadfast.
While the OCC did not generate any convention business revenue in the 2020/2021 fiscal year,
the team saw great success in postponing, rather than cancelling events, which has had a
positive impact on PACE goal and is serving to create some compression in the marketplace for
future years. The 8 local events hosted by the Centre in 2020/2021, while insignificant from a
revenue perspective, served the Centre well in managing client relationships and providing a
platform to showcase new health and safety measures in an effort to bolster consumer
confidence.
Key performance indicators are critical in the measurement of success. Our customer service
survey scores were 5/5 for overall total satisfaction, exceeding our goal of 4.5.
Our occupancy during the 2020/2021 fiscal year is reflected in the table below.
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Total

Ballroom

0.0%

0.0%

1.1%

0.0%

0.3%

Tradeshow Hall

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Meeting Room

0.0%

0.8%

0.0%

1.6%

0.6%

Total

0.0%

0.8%

0.0%

1.6%

0.5%
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Giving back to our community is an important pillar of our corporate philosophy and
throughout the pandemic has become more important than ever. As business within the Centre
was limited over the course of the year, we took advantage of the closure to utilize our
inventory of food and beverage items to donate to local organizations such as the Ottawa
Mission and Food For Thought. These donations ensured that those food items were used to
prepare numerous meals to feed those in need across the city. Other charitable endeavors
included creating partnerships with local organizations who have previously hosted fundraising
events in our building and providing them access to pre‐film their event, as their events – which
were previously hosted in‐person – went virtual. Such events included The Ottawa Hospital
Foundation President’s Breakfast and the Christmas Cheer Breakfast.
While we take great pride in maintaining our beautiful world class facility, we welcomed several
capital upgrades in both front and back of house. Most of the upgrades this year centred on the
installation of additional equipment to address the new reality of providing a safer and cleaner
environment to both our clients and our colleagues. These initiatives included installing an
upgrade to our air filtration system, UV disinfecting scanners for our escalators, electronic
sprayers that complement our cleaning and sanitizing process by providing a broad spectrum
approach to disinfecting high touch surfaces throughout the facility, GPS ionization devices for
our elevators and automatic flush toilets. We also increased our stanchion inventory to better
manage the flow of people while respecting social distancing protocols and installed plexiglass
barriers in our facility for the health and safety of our colleagues and guests alike.
Other improvements included the replacement of some end‐of‐life equipment such as the
variable frequency drives on our HVAC system and blast chillers in our kitchen.
We have not traveled this difficult trail alone and wish to recognize our closest partners,
Aramark Entertainment Services Canada Inc. and our audio‐visual/electrical service supplier,
Encore, both of whom have been with us all the way as we look towards placing the pandemic
in our rear‐view mirror. Our current workforce has been significantly reduced; however, the
efforts the team has undertaken to build our future do not reflect this. We will come back
strong and ready to welcome back clients and staff when it is safe to do so.
We wish to thank the Honorable Lisa MacLeod, Minister of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture
Industries for her ongoing support and advocacy for the Centre. We look forward to delivering
the strong economic impact we have in the past and will begin doing so once again when
vaccinations are in place and consumer and business event organizer confidence returns to pre‐
pandemic times. We would also like to thank the Ministry staff for their support both financially
and in capital upgrades; with their assistance we can continue to position the OCC as one of
Canada’s preeminent convention centres. Our Board of Directors have provided direction,
encouragement and guidance during this difficult period which has been greatly appreciated.
Collectively, we all welcome the future.

Jo‐Anne Poirier
Chair, Board of Directors

Nina Kressler
President & CEO
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CORPORATE GOALS
OCC’s corporate goals are established annually by the Board of Directors and Executive
Leadership Team. In 2020/2021, OCC’s corporate goals focused on the following strategic
priorities: financial sustainability, client satisfaction, colleague satisfaction, partner
performance and corporate social responsibility.

Financial Sustainability
OCC’s long‐range financial imperative is to generate revenues to support a surplus to allow for
the annual $1M debt repayment, and to maintain cash flows sufficient to provide for lifecycle
requirements.

Financial Results
Goal
Gross Revenue
Operating Surplus (Deficit)

Booking Pace

2020/21 Objective
$2.8M
($3.6M)
$19.7M

2020/21 Result
$1.46M
$(3.66)M
$16.9M

Improving Client Satisfaction
OCC recognizes the paramount importance of client satisfaction and reflects this through
systems and procedures that ensure superior customer service from initial contact through to
final invoicing. In 2020/2021, our client satisfaction survey scores reached an average of 5 out
of 5, well above our goal of 4.5. We continue to look forward to maintaining this score in
2021/2022.
We remain confident in the knowledge that we have earned a strong reputation in both the
convention and meetings marketplaces for hosting outstanding events and providing
exceptional customer service to our clients.

Colleagues & Partners
OCC recognizes the fundamental role of colleague and partner excellence in delivering a
superior event experience and maintains a formal program to recruit, retain, recognize and
train colleagues in all key areas of the organization, as well as maintaining positive and mutually
supportive partner relations.
Our colleagues have identified rewards and recognition as important to them. At OCC, we are
focused on a culture of appreciation for our colleagues and clients; ours is a culture where great
work and results are noticed and acknowledged. To that end, we look forward to the day all our
staff have returned and we are once again celebrating their great work through programs like
Encore! Encore! which gives us the vehicle to recognize colleagues who live our company values
every day on the job. When our colleagues meet a milestone career anniversary, we honour
their dedication with special recognition and rewards. When our colleagues return to the
Centre, our goal is to ensure they know that each of them is a valued member of the OCC team
and as such is responsible for our exceptional customer service scores. Recognition Road is just
one of the ways we honour our colleagues’ contributions.
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Recognition Road is our monthly acknowledgement program that recognizes a colleague from
each department who has gone above and beyond expectations.
OCC’s primary service partners, Aramark Entertainment Services (Canada) Inc. and Encore are
key ingredients in our operational product offerings and third‐party initiatives. OCC works very
closely with our service partners to ensure customer service remains high and product quality
exceeds industry standards and client demands.

Corporate Social Responsibility
OCC recognizes the role we play in the life and economy of our host community and the role
that same community plays in supporting and enhancing the event experience of our clients. To
sustain and nurture this symbiotic relationship, we undertake to demonstrate ongoing
corporate responsibility and maintain a positive community interface.
Environmental initiatives are another key element of our corporate social responsibility plan.
On that front, at OCC we continuously strive to find strategies that will maximize the efficiency
of our waste management system with a diversion goal of at least 55%. In 2020/2021, OCC
successfully diverted 63% of waste from landfills. We expect this number to improve post‐
pandemic and in the coming years as our focus on waste management increases. OCC
participates in a rigorous food waste program utilizing Organic Refuse Conversion Alternatives
(ORCA machines) that turn organic waste and compost waste into environmentally safe grey
water. OCC continues to be part of Carbon 613, a network of Ottawa businesses committed to
working collectively towards a reduction of greenhouse gases. In tandem with these initiatives,
the OCC has a robust focus on energy savings.
While many companies now practice some form of corporate social responsibility programs, at
the Ottawa Convention Centre, we have decided to make it a core tenet of our operations.
Undertaking social responsibility initiatives not only allows us to appeal to socially conscious
consumers (and colleagues), but it also makes a tangible difference in the world. In addition to
our own in‐house programs, we also encourage our clients to give back to our community. We
offer three flexible CSR programs that enable them to have a positive impact with minimal
effort, all of which are facilitated by our team. These include our Leave a Legacy Program,
FoodRescue.ca and Mealshare. This past year the Ottawa Mission and Food for Thought
benefited from these programs.
Over the course of 2020/2021 the Ottawa Convention Centre utilized its building lights to
participate in various awareness days and events by illuminating the building in colours
reflecting the specific initiatives. Some of those events included the Ottawa Heart Institute
Foundation – Heart Month, Global Meetings Industry Day, and Canadian Society for Medical
Laboratory Science – National Medical Laboratory Week.
OCC colleagues also recognize the importance of giving back to the community at an individual
level, and as such have set a goal to actively participate in activities throughout the year. In
2020/2021, OCC staff participated in a virtual food drive for the Ottawa Food Bank. Executive
Chef Turcot supported food production for Food for Thought and supported the culinary
training program at the Ottawa Mission.
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Meeting and convention materials are repurposed or recycled wherever possible, and we will
continue to look for partnership opportunities in the hopes of ensuring all salvageable materials
that are left behind are delivered to charities most in need.

OPERATING STATISTICS 2020‐21
Number of events: 8
Number of conventions: 0
Number of trade & consumer shows: 0
Number of meetings: 0
Other Events: 8
Gross Revenue: $1.46M

Operating Surplus (Deficit): $(3.66)M

DISCLOSURE OF REMUNERATION
Except for the City of Ottawa representative and one Provincial Government representative
who has chosen to re‐invest his remuneration back to the Ottawa Convention Centre; each
member of Ottawa Convention Centre’s Board of Directors is paid for his or her attendance at
board, committee and other meetings as required. Outlined below is the total remuneration
paid to each director for fiscal 2020/2021.
Name
Jo‐Anne Poirier
Jim Armour
Debra Armstrong
Michael Crockatt
George Darouze
Annie Dugas
Jean Lalande
Jagdeep Perhar
Fred Sherman
Sean Webster
Jin Xue

Title
Chair
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
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Amount
$3,000
$1,125
$1,250
$1,125
$0
$500
$1,375
$1,125
$750
$0
$500

OTTAWA CONVENTION CENTRE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
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OTTAWA CONVENTION CENTRE FOOD SERVICE PROVIDER
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